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Report No. 2010-05

October 23, 2009
Controller Annise D. Parker
Office of the City Controller
City of Houston
901 Bagby, 8th Floor
Houston, TX 77002
Re: Convention & Entertainment Facilities Department – Underground Parking Facilities
Performance Audit
Dear Controller Parker:
MFR, P.C. (MFR) has completed the performance audit of the City of Houston’s (the City)
Convention & Entertainment Facilities Department (CEFD) Underground Parking Facilities as
outlined in our engagement letter dated February 1, 2008 under Contract No. 56546, approved
by City Council Ordinance No. 04-1296.
The purpose of our audit engagement was to:







Determine whether the mission statement and/or goals were being met,
Examine and assess management's operational practices (e.g. security, safety, parking
rules, maintenance, etc.), resources (e.g. qualifications, training, etc.), technology tools,
management controls, and processes as they relate to the administration of
underground parking facilities – Theater District Underground Parking Garage,
Determine the extent that the related contractors were complying with the City’s contract
terms,
Provide recommendations for improving the efficiency and effectiveness of underground
parking facilities to improve the quality of the processes, and
Assess contractor and management performance by conducting customer satisfaction
surveys.

The scope for our detailed testing of our CEFD Underground Parking Facilities Performance
Audit covered the period January 1, 2004 through late 2008. However, MFR continued to
analyze and verify certain observations in collaboration with CEFD through September 2009.
MFR prepared an additional security related report in accordance with Generally Accepted
Government Auditing Standards (GAGAS). GAGAS requires that the auditor not disclose to the
public certain circumstances that are associated with public safety and security concerns. The
confidential report with our observations and recommendations has been communicated to the
appropriate City Officials responsible for Underground Parking Facility security.
The observations and recommendations included in this report are the only matters that came to
our attention based on the procedures performed. Since the draft report was finalized in July
2009, CEFD has provided MFR additional information related to Observation #2: Flood Gate
Maintenance in their management response which is included in Exhibit B.

According to CEFD, MFR observed one of a series of training exercises when in fact MFR
(based on emails from CEFD) understood the training exercises to be actual tests of the Flood
Gate system. The training information related to the flood gate maintenance was not made
available to MFR during the audit and does not impact our recommendation. It is clear from
CEFD’s management response that they concur with the recommendation concept; however,
CEFD does not agree with all of the details of the observation.
Because of inherent limitations in controls, errors or fraud may occur and not be detected.
Furthermore, the projection of any conclusions, based on our findings, to future periods is
subject to the risk that the validity of such conclusions may be altered because of changes
made to the system or controls, the failure to make needed changes to the system or controls,
or deterioration in the degree of effectiveness of the controls.
This report is intended solely for the information and use of the CEFD Management (who are
responsible for the oversight of the CEFD underground parking facilities) as well as the Office of
the City Controller. This report is not intended to be used for any other purpose.
MFR is pleased to have been given the opportunity to work on this engagement and we
appreciate the cooperation received from your office and the CEFD Management.
Very truly yours,
MFR, P.C.

J. David Ahola
Principal, Internal Audit

JDA/ea
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Background
The City of Houston (the City) Convention & Entertainment Facilities Department (CEFD)
oversaw the operation of the Theater District Underground Parking Garage (the Theater District
Garage). The Theater District Garage consisted of three areas which were connected by
various access ramps, and the three areas were commonly known as the Civic Center Garage,
Large Tranquility Garage, and Small Tranquility Garage. The Theater District Garage contained
3,369 parking spaces, and there were approximately 3,200 contract parkers. Approximately
250 individuals were on the waiting list and were requesting contract parking privileges.
Objectives and Scope
The objectives of the CEFD underground parking facilities performance audit were as follows:







Determine whether the mission statement and/or goals were being met,
Examine and assess management's operational practices (e.g. security, safety, parking
rules, maintenance, etc.), resources (e.g. qualifications, training, etc.), technology tools,
management controls, and processes as they related to the administration of
underground parking facilities,
Determine the extent that the related contractors were complying with the City’s contract
terms,
Provide recommendations for improving the efficiency and effectiveness of underground
parking facilities to improve the quality of the processes, and
Assess contractor and management performance by conducting customer satisfaction
surveys.

The scope of the CEFD underground parking facilities performance audit was for the period
January 1, 2004 through June 19, 2008.
Overall Conclusion
The Theater District Garage provided a significant amount of parking to the citizens of the City
from a convenient location. In general, CEFD was meeting its mission, goals, and objectives.
The facility was clean and well maintained. Patrons utilizing the Theater District Garage have
generally been pleased with their experience. There were some management issues related to
certain contractors providing services to the facility; however, it did not appear that these issues
caused a degradation of service to the patrons.
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Assessment
MFR noted the significant issues of an operational nature that were brought to the attention of
CEFD Management. The issues were as follows:








MFR observed testing of various flood gates and doors in the underground parking
facilities and noted that:
- Large flood gates exposed to natural elements were not properly maintained,
- One large flood gate contained a support beam which was not working properly,
- Several flood gate gaskets mounted around flood doors for the purpose of
limiting flood waters were not working properly, and
- Several flood gates had maintenance issues that could hinder a timely
deployment of the gates.
Republic Parking Systems, Inc. (Republic) customer service workshops required by
contract for personnel assigned to the Theater District Garage were not properly
documented to make certain that all employees were in attendance. MFR was
provided with the topics for the sampled quarterly customer service workshops;
however, there was no evidence that the training took place.
Based on the test work completed on the performance of T.D. Industries, Inc., (TDI)
there was inadequate documentation to determine whether routine maintenance and
repair requests were responded to within one hour of receipt of the request as
required by the contract. Procedures related to ensure prompt response to work
requests were not properly communicated in the time frame required by the contract.
Daily logs of parts and materials used were not consistently provided as required by
contract.
The daily maintenance logs required of Access Data Support Services (ADSS) by
contract to document various maintenance procedures performed were not
completed in their entirety.
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Customer Satisfaction Survey Excerpt for Theater District Garage
Decision Information Resources, Inc. (DIR), an MFR subcontractor, conducted one customer
satisfaction survey that included the underground parking facilities for both the Theater District
and City Hall Annex.
The results of the customer satisfaction survey that related to the Theater District underground
parking facility included the following:











Sixty-eight percent of respondents were either very satisfied or satisfied with the cost of
their parking contract. Approximately 18% of the respondents said that their satisfaction
with the cost of their parking contract was not applicable - because most of their
employers paid for the parking.
Seventy percent of respondents indicated that they were very satisfied or satisfied with
the ease of renewing their parking contract. Again, because employers paid for the
employees’ contract, 28% stated that this was not applicable to them.
Fifty-five percent of respondents reported that they did not have trouble entering or
exiting the garage with their electronic access card. However, it is important to note that
45% of surveyed respondents said that they had experienced problems using the access
card.
Ninety-seven percent of the respondents were either very satisfied or satisfied with the
location of the garage, the parking garage overall (86%), the condition of the garage
(84%), the ease of finding parking upon arrival (82%), and their feelings of personal
safety in and around the parking garage (77%).
Respondents were very satisfied or satisfied at lower rates for helpfulness of customer
service (57%), the helpfulness of security guards (51%), and the availability of
emergency telephones in and around the garage (48%).
Fifty-three percent of the respondents were either very satisfied or satisfied with the
method used to communicate the parking rules. Twenty-five percent of respondents felt
that the method used to communicate the parking rules was not applicable to them.
Fifty-one percent of the respondents were either very satisfied or satisfied with the
enforcement of the parking rules. Seventeen percent were either dissatisfied or very
dissatisfied. Thirty-three percent of respondents felt that the enforcement of the parking
rules was not applicable to them.
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Comments made by the respondents regarding the parking rules included the following:
o
o
o
o
o
o



Rules should be enforced fairly.
Not fair to hold contract spaces for City Hall meetings.
Security personnel riding on carts should abide by same rules.
Visitors get preferential treatment over contract parkers.
Unauthorized vehicles park in handicap spaces.
Vehicles parked in non-parking spaces.

Comments made by those respondents reporting interactions or encounters with
maintenance personnel in the parking garage were mostly positive. The comments
regarding the maintenance personnel included the following:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Friendly
Polite
Positive
Helpful
Responsive
Garage always clean
Maintenance always observed to be working
Customer driven
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Detailed Background
Theater District Garage
The Theater District Garage is a 6 square block, 3 level deep complex consisting of 3,369
parking spaces owned by the City. There were approximately 3,200 contract parkers who
utilized the facility, with approximately 80% utilization daily. In addition, approximately 600 daily
parkers utilized the facility, and the daily parkers paid an hourly rate to a cashier as they exited
the Theater District Garage.
Benefiting from an ideal location in the heart of downtown Houston, the Theater District Garage
is convenient for daytime office workers as well as those attending various evening events.
There are 7 entrances, 17 stairwells, and 3 elevators providing access to and from street level.
Incorporated into this complex are approximately 2,100 linear feet of pedestrian tunnels,
including one from the Jones Hall courtyard that branches off with one route leading to a lobby
area adjacent to a pedestrian drop off and garage, and the other branch leading to the Bank of
America Center tunnel. The Alley Theater tunnel leads from the Bank of America Center tunnel,
then along the east wall of the Civic Center Garage area, and ends under the south side of
Texas Avenue. A tunnel from the Large Tranquility Garage to the Annex Garage is known as
the T-tunnel. The City Hall basement tunnel from the Large Tranquility Garage leads to the
basement area of City Hall.
The Theater District Garage revenues were approximately $7.8 MM and 8.0 MM for the Fiscal
Years 2007 and 2008 respectively.
The Theater District Garage had one manager, an assistant manager, and two administrative
assistants. All of these individuals were CEFD employees.
The City had entered into a contract agreement with Republic for parking operations and
management services for the Theater District Garage. The scope of work listed in the contract
agreement included, but was not limited to, the following services to be performed by Republic:








Provide and perform services related to revenue collections, recording, deposit, and
reporting of parking fees,
Provide sufficient staff for efficient entry and egress, and for traffic control,
Keep all revenue and traffic control equipment in good repair and operating condition,
Purchase and provide parking supplies, including parking tickets, hang tags, validation
stamps, bank deposit slips, and other forms,
Perform high quality housekeeping on the garage premises,
Clean and paint all parking equipment and booths as needed,
Post and maintain professionally prepared parking rate signs at each entrance and exit,
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Furnish forms, uniforms, tools, office equipment, telephones, furniture, and other office
materials and supplies needed for an efficient operation,
Repair any damages caused by its employees, contractors, or agents,
Promptly and courteously respond to complaints or problems of patrons,
Meet specific maintenance requirements,
Furnish traffic control devices,
Furnish car stops where needed and replace when broken,
Provide emergency services such as jump starting, inflate low/flat tires, and/or install
replacement spare tires, and car search/location assistance,
From time to time the Contractor will coordinate security services with the Department’s
security contractor,
Provide special event services for events taking place during nights and/or weekends,
Provide customer service programs such as auto detailing and car wash service, books
on tape for commuters, and
Provide customer service workshops for its employees.

The contract agreement also requires that janitorial services were to be performed in the
Theater District Garage, Republic’s on-site office, the security contractor’s on-site office, and the
CEFD on-site office. A contract agreement for these janitorial services existed between
Republic and ADSS. The scope of work listed in the contract agreement included, but was not
limited to, the following services to be performed by ADSS:




Employ a well-trained staff, including individuals who have had special training with
various types of floor surfaces, including concrete, granite, tile, and terrazzo,
Develop a detailed maintenance checklist which outlines each duty to be performed in
the on-going maintenance process, including how often each duty is to be performed,
and
Submit a daily completed checklist to Republic, who will then verify that all scheduled
tasks have been completed.

During Tropical Storm Allison, the Theater District suffered a significant amount of damage.
Accordingly, the City determined that rising flood waters may be controlled with the installation
of flood gates and doors throughout the facility. These 22 flood gates and doors would not stop
all rain waters from entering the facility; however, they would provide better flood control and
limit a significant amount of access. The flood gates and doors were tested during May of each
year at the beginning of hurricane season.
The Theater District Garage utilizes a software management system known as ScanNet to
control parking entrances and exits. ScanNet enabled Republic to allow contract parkers to
enter and exit with an access card. This access card uniquely identifies the contract parker, and
controls have been established requiring use of the access card upon both entry and exit.
ScanNet controls tasks such as raising the gate arms and filing real time information and
statistics.
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The Theater District Garage would soon be installing several “pay-in-line” devices at several
exits which would enable the daily parkers to pay without using an exit staffed by a cashier.
These devices provide flexible payment options, including coins, paper currency, debit cards,
and credit cards.
Audit Methodology
MFR performed both the planning and fieldwork phases of the CEFD Underground Parking
Facilities Performance Audit in conjunction with the General Services Department (GSD)
Underground Parking Facilities portion of the engagement. As part of the planning phase, MFR
performed a risk assessment. The results of the assessment indicated that most of our audit
resources should be assigned to the CEFD underground parking facilities which are four times
larger than the GSD underground parking facilities based on the number of parking spaces.
To accomplish the scope and objectives of this performance audit, MFR requested, received,
and reviewed the following:













CEFD Mission Statement and Goals,
Latest organizational chart,
Budget information,
CEFD policies and procedures related to underground parking,
Contract agreement between CEFD and Republic for management of the facility,
Contract agreement between ADSS and Republic for janitorial services,
Contract agreement between CEFD and AlliedBarton Security Services for security
services,
Contract agreement between CEFD and TDI for maintenance services,
Report issued by Walker Parking Consultants,
Republic policies and procedures,
Information on various technology tools used within the facility, and
Listings of individuals with a contract for parking at the underground parking facility.

MFR also:









Interviewed key personnel related to the underground parking facility,
Observed operations within the underground parking facility,
Performed walk-throughs and observed testing of various flood gates and doors within
the underground parking facility,
Assessed CEFD management practices related to security, safety, parking rules, and
maintenance plan,
Prepared and provided CEFD various Internal Audit Memorandums (IAMs) along with
supporting detailed audit workpapers as issues were identified,
Performed certain procedures at the parking contractor’s offices,
Performed detailed testing of various operational and contractual users, and
Contracted with a sub-contractor to conduct a Customer Satisfaction Survey.
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MFR reviewed the October 29, 2007 operations audit report of the Theater District parking
facility performed by Walker Parking Consultants (Walker). The scope of this performance audit
did not duplicate the work performed in the Walker operations audit. MFR excluded the
following areas from the scope of this performance audit:













Reconciliation of parking tickets to cashier reports,
Cashier reports to fee computer tapes and daily recaps,
Daily recaps to monthly statements,
Paid and authorized free monthly parkers to the number of active key cards,
Validation sales to monthly statements,
Employee time cards to payroll registers,
Payroll tax,
Workers’ compensation charges and group health and life insurance charges to monthly
statements,
Other invoices to monthly statements,
Staffing levels and employee time cards,
Analysis of special parking needs (e.g. the disabled), and
Architectural and engineering review of the facilities.
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1. CUSTOMER SERVICE WORKSHOPS FOR REPUBLIC’S PARKING PERSONNEL
Observation
According to the contract, Republic should conduct quarterly customer service workshops for all
on-site personnel. The workshops should be performed over a two-day period in two shifts to
allow all employees to attend one session.
Customer service was essential to the overall performance of the Theater District Garage.
Customer service workshops were conducted to ensure that all on-site employees were trained
to keep customer service a priority and strive to improve services to the parking customers.
MFR noted that sign-in sheets were not used to keep track of the attendees of the customer
service workshops and there was no documentary evidence that the training took place and all
employees attended.
CEFD is at risk of Republic not being in compliance with its contract pursuant to the quarterly
customer service workshops.
Recommendation
MFR recommends CEFD ensure Republic takes the necessary steps to document the customer
service workshops in accordance with their contract. The documentation should include a
listing of attendees, when the workshop was conducted and if it was successfully completed.
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2. FLOOD GATE MAINTENANCE
Observation
During MFR’s observation related to the testing of flood gate operations on May 8, 2008, MFR
noted that many of the outside gates were affected by natural elements which could cause
difficulties in deploying the flood gates in a timely manner. Several of the mechanisms essential
to the operation of the flood gates were not maintained. MFR noted the following issues:












The Wortham Center loading dock flood gate had several rubber stoppers missing which
caused build-up in pin-holes. Pin-holes were critical because they were used to secure
the gate.
Wortham Center Northeast corner flood gates contained obstacles such as tables and
chairs that would hinder the timely deployment of the gates.
Rust was noted on the screws of the Wortham Center outdoor flood gates. There was
also standing water at one of the gates.
The flood gate at the entrance to the City Hall Annex underground parking facility had
grime build-up on the tracks and rust on the gate. The beam at the top of the gate was
not secure during the closing procedure. The rotors were not lubricated, causing
difficulties during the opening and closing procedures.
The flood gate at parking entrance number eight did not contain a second nitrogen tank
which was used to inflate gaskets. Having a second nitrogen tank helps minimize the
time to deploy the flood gate. It also serves as a good back up in case one of the tanks
malfunctions or is running low on nitrogen.
The flood gates located at the top of several stairwells leading to the street level had
standing water underneath the stainless steel panels. Several screws that were used to
secure the stainless steel panels were missing. Loose panels can create hazardous
conditions to the public.
The flood gate at parking entrance number seven was missing the support beam and
there was grime build-up on the tracks.
When MFR observed the Alley Tunnel submarine flood gate being deployed, the gaskets
did not inflate as expected. The gaskets are used to minimize water flow in case of
flooding. MFR also noted that the bolts at the Jones Hall submarine gate were lacking
lubrication making it hard to deploy in a timely manner.

During June 2008 CEFD was conducting a series of tests on the operations of the 22
floodgates. On June 19, 2008 MFR observed the fourth series of tests pertaining to the flood
gate operations. MFR noted that the results of the tests were successful and that the tests were
completed ahead of schedule.
Recommendation
Preventive maintenance procedures for flood gates should be established and implemented by
CEFD Management. More specifically, preventive maintenance should be scheduled and
performed on a regular basis as well as documented.
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3. OPERATIONAL REPORTING FROM MAINTENANCE CONTRACTOR - TDI
Observation
TDI is required by their contract, to provide monthly, quarterly, and year-to-date operational
reporting services which highlight operational issues and summarize the preventive
maintenance, remedial work requests, capital planning, and infrastructure project management
workload results as the fiscal period progresses.
Required reporting shall be by functional trade discipline, and include number of work orders
received, completed, deferred number of person hours projected, expended, number and
percent of work orders received and completed.
MFR obtained and reviewed the monthly operational reports and noted it did not include the
number of person hours expended and projected.
By excluding the summary of person hours expended and projected in the operational reports,
there was inadequate information to determine whether proper staffing needs were being met.
Recommendation
MFR recommends CEFD ensure that the TDI management team provides monthly, quarterly,
and annual operational reports to the Project Management as per the contract. All operational
reports should include the number of hours projected and expended by TDI personnel.
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4. ROUTINE MAINTENANCE AND REMEDIAL WORK ORDERS
Observation
TDI’s contract required the development and implementation of procedures to define and
ensure the prompt handling of remedial work requests, including the proper communication
channels, service level response goals, and a service workload tracking mechanism. According
to TDI’s contract:
“Routine maintenance and repair shall mean those services performed as requested by
the Director, Facility Manager, or their designated representative(s) and not otherwise
classified as Preventive Maintenance, Emergency Response, or Equipment
Maintenance. Contractor shall respond to correct the reported condition within one (1)
hour of receipt of the request of service.”
MFR obtained and reviewed remedial work orders and noted instances where the service level
response times exceeded the maximum time allowed per the contract.
TDI does not retain copies of call logs to show call-in and response times. Thus, MFR had
inadequate information to determine whether routine maintenance and repair requests were
responded to within one hour of receipt of request as required by contract.
It is important to retain copies of call logs with call-in and response times to ensure that calls are
responded to in a timely manner. Remedial work orders that extended beyond the contract
limits could affect the overall condition of the parking garage, as well as, put the safety of
patrons at risk.
Recommendation
MFR recommends CEFD ensure TDI Management retains copies of call logs to show call-in
and response times. CEFD should closely monitor the time it takes TDI to respond to and
complete the remedial work orders to ensure that they are in compliance with their contract.
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5. 24-HOUR EMERGENCY RESPONSE PROCEDURES OF MAINTENANCE
CONTRACTOR - TDI
Observation
MFR compared the TDI 24-hour emergency response procedures to the ones itemized in their
contract. The TDI 24-hour emergency response procedures were not in compliance with the
contract. The contract procedures require that the off-hour response to alarm condition
procedures include on-site response by certified personnel within one hour to supplement the
on-site coverage staff.
The 24-hour emergency response procedures were essential to ensure immediate TDI
response to the condition and provide resolution. The TDI emergency response procedure
does not ensure certified personnel respond in one hour and supplement the on-site coverage
staff. CEFD is at risk should there be a shortage of TDI on-site staff and a potential delayed
response time to address certain emergency situations.
Recommendation
MFR recommends CEFD ensure TDI management team modifies their emergency response
procedures to comply with the contract. The modifications to off-hour response to alarm
condition procedures should include on-site response by certified personnel within one hour to
supplement the on-site coverage staff.
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6. DAILY INVENTORY LOGS FOR PARTS AND MATERIALS
Observation
According to the contract, TDI should keep a daily log of parts and materials used, which will be
subject to periodic review by the CEFD Facility Managers.
MFR obtained and reviewed inventory logs that were submitted monthly. However, daily logs
were not maintained for parts and materials used.
Inventory logs were essential to document the use of spare parts, materials, and supplies.
Without maintaining daily inventory logs, it would be difficult to determine inventory on hand at
any given time. CEFD may be at risk of incurring a longer wait time for ordering spare parts,
materials, and supplies when they are needed.
Recommendation
MFR recommends CEFD ensure TDI management team begins maintaining daily inventory logs
of parts and materials used.
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7. DAILY MAINTENANCE LOGS
Observation
MFR reviewed a sample of ADSS Daily Maintenance Logs for the scope period. There was no
evidence on these logs to track when employees completed the tasks, nor was there a
completed checklist reviewed by ADSS management to ensure that these duties were actually
performed.
CEFD is at risk of not having an updated Daily Maintenance Log ready for inspection that would
ensure ADSS is completing all preventive and regular maintenance tasks in accordance with the
contract.
Recommendation
MFR recommends CEFD require Republic to take steps to ensure that all duties/tasks are
tracked as completed, in order to maintain the parking garage and its equipment in good,
reliable, and operating condition.
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Introduction
This section describes the background of the survey and the methods used.

Background
Decision Information Resources, Inc. (DIR) was subcontracted by Mir, Fox & Rodriguez, P.C.
(MFR) to conduct a customer-satisfaction survey for the City of Houston Underground Parking
facilities. Specifically, DIR was asked to assess the satisfaction of garage customers with the
Theater Underground and City Hall Annex facilities.
This report presents a brief narrative of findings and conclusions from a Web survey of contract
parkers assigned to either the City Hall Annex or Theater Underground parking garages. It also
presents tables for interpretation of data about the following topics:










Method of payment
Rating of the contract renewal process
Perceptions of the overall experience with entering and exiting the garage
Rating of the overall satisfaction with parking logistics, cleanliness, and security
Perceptions of how to improve garage security
Rating of the overall satisfaction with the rules for parking
Perceptions of the fairness of the enforcement of the parking rules
Perceptions of the customers’ interactions with garage personnel
Client demographics

Methods
DIR developed a Web survey in consultation with MFR. DIR hosted the Web survey and agreed
to conduct follow-up phone calls to increase the survey responses, if necessary. DIR collected
data in two cohorts from June 3, 2008, to July 17, 2008.
MFR provided a sample for the City Hall Annex parking garage customers on June 2, 2008. Data
for the City Hall Annex cohort was collected by Web survey from June 3–June 25, 2008.
Due to corporate restrictions, DIR and MFR agreed to provide an email invitation to the Theater
Underground cohort, allowing each corporation to distribute the invitation through their internal
email system. MFR provided each corporation with a list of sample members selected to receive
the email invitation. Data collection for the Theater Underground Parking garage customer
survey began on July 15, 2008. Due to the overwhelming response to the survey, our goal was
achieved within two days. Data collection ended on July 17, 2008.
DIR completed a total of 159 surveys for the Theater Underground Parking and 50 surveys for
the City of Houston Annex. Because of a survey question asking for confirmation of which
parking garage respondents use, 141 surveys for the Theater Underground and 50 surveys for the
City of Houston Annex were analyzed for this report. To review a copy of the survey instrument,
see the appendix.
Decision Information Resources, Inc.
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This report presents findings from both reports conducted by DIR. The first section presents
findings from the respondents who park in the Theatre Underground parking, and the next
section presents findings from the survey of respondents who park in the City of Houston Annex
parking.
Each section presents findings about







Characteristics of the respondents to the Parking Customer Satisfaction Survey
Respondents’ experiences in paying for their downtown parking
Respondents’ experiences in using the their electronic access cards
Respondents’ perceptions of the parking logistics, cleanliness, and security
Respondents’ knowledge of the parking rules for the parking garage where they park
Respondents’ experiences with the parking garage maintenance personnel

I. Survey Findings from Respondents Using the Theater
Underground Parking
The following section presents findings from respondents using the Theater Underground
Parking.

Characteristics of the Respondents Using the Theater Underground Parking
Data were collected from survey respondents on respondents’ primary job position and gender.
The respondents’ characteristics are presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Characteristics of Survey Respondents
Primary Job or Position

Number

%

7

5

109

77

Technical/support staff

12

9

Administrative staff

11

8

Other

2

2

Male

72

51

Female

69

49

President or CEO
Managerial

Gender

We derived the following conclusions about respondent characteristics:



The majority of respondents hold managerial positions.
Fifty-one percent of survey respondents were male.
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Respondents’ Experiences in Paying for Their Parking
Respondents were asked a series of questions regarding their experience in paying for their
parking assignments. These questions included how they pay for their parking, whether they
would consider other methods of payment, and how satisfied they are with aspects of the parking
garage. The findings from these questions are illustrated in the following tables and figures.
Payment
The majority of respondents selected “other” when asked how they paid for their parking. The
majority of those who indicated “other” specified that their employer pays for their parking. And
although the majority indicated that their parking is paid by their employer, when asked if they
would consider either freestanding pay stations or online or Web-based payments, 40 percent of
the respondents said that they would use free standing pay stations, and 53 percent of the
respondents would use online or Web-based payments (see Table 2).
Table 2. Consider Using One or More of the Following Methods to Pay for Parking
Payment Method

Yes
(%)
42
55

Free standing pay stations
Online or web-based payments

No
(%)
58
45

Satisfaction with Cost of Parking Contract
The majority of respondents (68 percent) were either very satisfied or satisfied with the cost of
their parking contract. At least 18 percent of the respondents said that their satisfaction with the
cost of their parking contract was not applicable—possibly because employers paid for the
parking of most respondents (see Figure 1).

Decision Information Resources, Inc.
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Figure 1. Satisfaction with Cost of Parking Contract

Satisfaction with Ease of Renewing Parking Contract
Seventy percent of respondents indicated that they were very satisfied or satisfied with the ease
of renewing their parking contract. Again, because employers paid for the employees’ contract,
28 percent stated that this was not applicable to them (see Figure 2).
Figure 2. Satisfaction with Ease of Renewing Parking Contract

Decision Information Resources, Inc.
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Respondents’ Experiences with Electronic Access Card
The majority of respondents (55 percent) reported that they did not have trouble entering or
exiting the garage with their electronic access card. However, it is important to note that
45 percent of surveyed respondents said that they had experienced problems using the access
card (see Table 3). Table 4 lists the problems incurred.
Table 3. Trouble Entering or Exiting the Garage with Electronic Access Card

Yes
No

Number
64
77

%
45
55

Table 4 lists the main problems that respondents had upon entering and exiting the parking
garage. The largest number reported that the card would not read (15 percent), followed by gate
slow to open (9 percent), and gate would not open (8 percent).
Table 4. Problems Entering and Exiting the Garage with Electronic Access Card
Card would not read
Gate slow to respond
Gate would not open
Required multiple swipes
Card slow to read
Card cancelled in error

Number
23
15
12
10
4
4

%
15
9
8
6
3
3

Respondents’ Perceptions of Parking Logistics, Cleanliness, and Security
Respondents were asked a series of questions to determine their perception of the parking
logistics, cleanliness, and security within the garage. Figure 3 shows the combined results for
those respondents stating very satisfied or satisfied for each category.
As shown in Figure 3, respondents were most satisfied (either very satisfied or satisfied) with the
location of the garage (97 percent), the parking garage overall (86 percent), the condition of the
garage (84 percent), the ease of finding parking upon arrival (82 percent), and their feelings of
personal safety in and around the parking garage (77 percent). Respondents were very satisfied
or satisfied at lower rates for helpfulness of customer service (57 percent), the helpfulness of
security guards (51 percent), and the availability of emergency telephones in and around the
garage (48 percent).

Decision Information Resources, Inc.
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Figure 3. Respondents Reporting to Be Very Satisfied or Satisfied with Parking Logistics,
Cleanliness, and Security in the Parking Garage
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Respondents found some degree of dissatisfaction with certain aspects of their parking
experiences. Respondents were either dissatisfied or very dissatisfied with the availability of
emergency telephones in and around the parking garage (22 percent), the helpfulness of security
guards (20 percent), feelings of personal safety in and around the parking garage (20 percent),
ease of finding parking upon arrival (18 percent), the condition of the parking garage
(14 percent), the parking garage overall (13 percent), and the helpfulness of customer service
(12 percent). See Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Respondents Reporting Dissatisfied or Very Dissatisfied with Parking Logistics,
Cleanliness, and Security in the Parking Garage
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Respondents gave the following recommendations for improving parking garage security:













Prioritize repairing “emergency phones” in garage.
Increase visibility of security
 At stairwells to address panhandlers
 After hours, increase patrol
Secure stairwells to prevent panhandlers.
Create badge access to street-level doors.
Repair garage elevator; it shuts down when it rains.
Require customer-service training for security.
Create a “card access only” garage access lane.
Improve lighting.
Address water drainage issues—causes slippery footing “accidents.”
Stop smoking in garage and stairwells.
Improve traffic management during events to minimize burden on contract parkers.
Provide space for motorcycle parking.

Respondents’ Knowledge of the Parking Rules
As indicated in Table 5, most respondents (61 percent) are knowledgeable about the parking
garage rules.
Table 5. Knowledge of Parking Rules
Yes
No

Decision Information Resources, Inc.
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Respondents made the following comments when they were asked if the parking rules are
enforced in a fair manner:











Enforced fairly
Not fair to hold contract spaces for mayor or city hall meetings
Security on carts should abide by same rules
Visitors get preferential treatment over contract parkers
Signs that change from handicap to parking
Unauthorized vehicles park in handicap parking spaces
Vehicles parked in nonparking spaces
Violations posted on windshield without prior knowledge of rules
Only rule aware of “don’t park in the mayor’s space.”
Rules should be updated and parkers informed

More than half of the respondents were either very satisfied or satisfied with the method used to
communicate the parking rules. Twenty-two percent of respondents were either dissatisfied or
very dissatisfied with the method used to communicate parking rules. One-fourth of respondents
felt the method used to communicate the parking rules was not applicable to them. See Figure 5.
Figure 5. Satisfaction with the Method Used to Communicate Parking Rules

Fifty-one percent of the respondents were either very satisfied or satisfied with the enforcement
of parking rules. Seventeen percent of respondents were either dissatisfied or very dissatisfied
with the enforcement of parking rules. Surprisingly, one-third of respondents felt that the
enforcement of parking rules was not applicable to them. See Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Satisfaction with the Enforcement of Parking Rules

Respondents’ Experiences with Parking Garage Maintenance Personnel
Most respondents (69 percent) reported no interactions or encounters with maintenance
personnel in the parking garage (see Table 6).
Table 6. Interaction or Encounter with Maintenance Personnel in Parking Garage

Yes
No

Number
44
96

%
31
69

Comments made by those respondents reporting interactions or encounters with maintenance
personnel in the parking garage were mostly positive. Respondents described the maintenance
personnel as:






Friendly
Polite
Positive
Helpful
Responsive
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The following list gives a few respondent quotations and other comments about their interactions
or encounters with maintenance personnel in the parking garage:






“They make every effort to keep garage clean.”
“Helpful, I had a battery that was dead and he helped me get it started.”
Provide rides to parkers
Give direction to office locations
Cleaning lady is very personable and friendly

Respondents who did not feel that their interactions or encounters with the maintenance
personnel were positive cited the following reasons:





“Issue with mopping the floors during busy hours of the day. It’s dangerous and I’ve seen
people slip on wet spots.”
“My new car was hit by a security golf car. I was never reimbursed by the security company
or the parking facility.”
Indifferent not very friendly
No signage when working on garage—inconvenient to parker

Decision Information Resources, Inc.
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II. Survey Findings from Respondents Using the City of Houston
Annex Parking
This section presents findings from respondents using the City of Houston annex parking.

Characteristics of the Respondents Using the City of Houston Annex Parking
Data were collected from survey respondents on respondents’ primary job position and gender.
The respondents’ characteristics are presented in Table 7.
Table 7. Characteristics of Survey Respondents Using City of Houston Annex Parking
Number

%

President or CEO

10

20

Managerial

25

50

Technical/support staff

2

4

Administrative staff

9

18

Other

3

6

Missing

1

2

Male

23

46

Female

26

52

Missing

1

2

Primary Job or Position

Gender

We derived the following conclusions about respondent characteristics:



The majority of respondents hold managerial positions.
Fifty two percent of survey respondents were female.

Respondents’ Experiences in Paying for their Parking
Respondents were asked a series of questions regarding their experience in paying for their
parking assignments. These questions included how they pay for their parking, whether they
would consider other methods of payment, and how satisfied they are with aspects of the parking
garage. The findings from these questions are illustrated in the following tables and figures.
Payment
The majority of respondents selected “other” when asked how they paid for their parking. The
majority of those who indicated “other” specified that their employer pays their parking. And
although the majority indicated that their parking is paid by their employer, when asked if they
would consider either freestanding pay stations or online or Web-based payments, 30 percent
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indicated that they would use free standing pay stations, and 36 percent would use online or
Web-based payments.
Table 8. Consider Using One or More of the Following Methods to Pay for Parking
Method

Yes
(%)
30
36
66*

Free standing pay stations*
Online or Web-based payments**
Total
*34 percent of respondents reported missing
**28 percent of respondents reported missing

No
(%)
36
36
72**

Satisfaction with Cost of Parking Contract
Nearly one-fourth of respondents were either very satisfied or satisfied with the cost of their
parking contract. The majority of respondents (58 percent) said that their satisfaction with the
cost of their parking contract was not applicable—probably because employers pay for the
parking of most respondents. Another 18 percent did not answer this question most likely for the
same reason (see Figure 7).
Figure 7. Satisfaction with Cost of Parking Contract
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Satisfaction with Ease of Renewing Parking Contract
Twenty-four percent of respondents indicated that they were very satisfied or satisfied with the
ease of renewing their parking contract. Again, because the employer pays for the employees’
contract, 56 percent stated that ease of renewing was not applicable to them, and another
20 percent did not answer the question (see Figure 8).
Figure 8. Satisfaction with Ease of Renewing Parking Contract
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Respondents’ Experiences Using the Electronic Access Card
The majority of respondents (86 percent) reported that they did not have trouble entering or
exiting the garage with their electronic access card. However, it is important to note that
12 percent of surveyed respondents said that they had problems using the access card (see
Table 9). Of that 12 percent, respondents reported only two types of problems—the card was not
reading, or the gate would not open.
Table 9. Trouble Entering or Exiting the Garage with Electronic Access Card

Yes
No
Missing

Number
6
43
1

%
12
86
2

Respondents’ Perceptions of Parking Logistics, Cleanliness, and Security
Respondents were asked a series of questions to determine their perception of the parking
logistics, cleanliness, and security within the garage. Figure 9 shows the combined results for
those respondents stating very satisfied or satisfied for each category.
Decision Information Resources, Inc.
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Respondents were most satisfied (either very satisfied or satisfied) with the parking garage
overall (96 percent), the location of the garage (92 percent), the condition of the garage
(92 percent), their feelings of personal safety in an around the parking garage (92 percent), the
ease of finding a parking space upon arrival (88 percent), and the helpfulness of security guards
(66 percent). Respondents were very satisfied or satisfied at lower rates for the helpfulness of
security guards (66 percent), helpfulness of customer service (46 percent), and the availability of
emergency telephones in and around the garage (44 percent). For some of these attributes, a
significant amount of respondents reported not applicable: the helpfulness of customer service
(46 percent), the availability of emergency telephones in and around the parking garage
(28 percent), and the helpfulness of security guards (14 percent).
Figure 9. Respondents Reporting to Be Satisfied or Very Satisfied with Parking Logistics,
Cleanliness, and Security
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Respondents gave the following recommendations for improving parking garage security:








Increase visibility of security.
Hire experienced security guards.
Provide customer-service training to security guards.
Increase security after 6 p.m.
Add more emergency call boxes.
Improve the lighting.
Install monitors for cameras in garage.

Parking Rules
As indicated in Table 10, most respondents (78 percent) are knowledgeable about the parking
garage rules.
Decision Information Resources, Inc.
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Table 10. Knowledge of Parking Rules
Number
39
10
1

Yes
No
Missing

%
78
20
2

Respondents made the following recommendations regarding the enforcement of the parking
rules:










Should post rules in garage.
Violators should receive warning notices.
Enforced fairly.
Not fair to hold contract spaces for mayor or city hall meetings.
Security on carts should abide by same rules.
Visitors get preferential treatment over contract parkers.
Cars should park head in (violation without notice or warning).
Cars are parked on ends where no space is available on City Council days.
Unauthorized parkers in garage on City Council session days.

Sixty-six percent of the respondents were either very satisfied or satisfied with the method used
to communicate the parking rules. Twenty-two percent of respondents felt that the method used
to communicate the parking rules was not applicable to them. See Figure 10.
Figure 10. Satisfaction with the Method Used to Communicate Parking Rules
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Fifty-six percent of the respondents were either very satisfied or satisfied with the enforcement of
the parking rules. Fourteen percent were either dissatisfied or very dissatisfied. Surprisingly,
Decision Information Resources, Inc.
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18 percent of respondents felt that the enforcement of the parking rules was not applicable to
them. See Figure 11.
Figure 11. Satisfaction with the Enforcement of Parking Rules
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Respondents’ Experiences with Parking Garage Maintenance Personnel
Table 11 shows that most respondents (56 percent) reported some type of interaction or
encounter with maintenance personnel in the parking garage. However, (44 percent) reported no
interactions or encounters with maintenance personnel in the parking garage.
Table 11. Have Interacted with or Encountered Maintenance Personnel in Parking Garage

Yes
No

Number
28
22

%
56
44

Comments made by those respondents reporting interactions or encounters with maintenance
personnel in the parking garage were mostly positive. The following list gives comments
regarding the maintenance personnel:









Friendly
Polite
Positive
Helpful
Responsive
Garage always clean
Maintenance always observed to be working
Customer driven
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Conclusion
The majority of survey respondents reported that they were satisfied with the cost of their
parking contract and the ease of renewing the contract. Although most respondents did not have
any problems with their electronic access cards, a significant number had minor problems using
the electronic access card. We found that respondents were mostly satisfied with the parking
logistics, cleanliness, and security in the parking garage. However, it is important to note that
respondents indicated a need for the parking garage to be more secure and for the security guards
and customer service to be more helpful.
Most respondents reported that they were knowledgeable about the parking rules and were
satisfied with how the rules are communicated and enforced. Some respondents want to ensure
that city officials and event visitors do not receive preferential treatment and that rules are
updated and parking garage users are kept informed of all rules.
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Appendix. Customer Satisfaction Survey for the City of Houston
Underground Parking
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Thank you for taking the time to share your perceptions about the City of Houston Parking
facilities. By completing this short survey you can let us know if your parking needs and
expectations are being met. Your responses are important and will help direct future
improvements for contract parking. Your opinions are valuable to us.

Payment
First, we would like to learn more about the different parking payment methods you use
and your satisfaction with your parking contract.

1. What method do you use to pay for parking?
a. Payroll deduction
b. Pay by mail
c. Pay in-person

d. Pay by phone
e. Direct debit from my bank
f. Other—please specify _________

2. Would you consider using one or more of the following methods to pay for parking?
a. Free standing pay stations (cash/credit or debit)

Yes

No

b. Online or web‐based payments (credit or debit)

Yes

No

3. During the past 6 months, how satisfied were you with the . . .
Very
Satisfied

Satisfied Dissatisfied

Very
Not
Dissatisfied Applicable

a. Cost of parking contract
b. Ease of renewing parking contract

Electronic Access Card
The following set of questions will assess your experience with using your electronic access
parking card.

4. Have you had trouble entering or
exiting the garage with your
electronic access card?
Decision Information Resources, Inc.
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5. IF YES – What type of trouble did you have entering or exiting the garage with your
electronic access card?

Parking Logistics, Cleanliness, and Security
These next questions are about parking logistics, cleanliness, and security.

6. During the past 6 months, how satisfied were you with the . . .

Very
Satisfied

Satisfied Dissatisfied

Very
Not
Dissatisfied Applicable

a. Ease of finding parking upon arrival
b. Location of parking garage (e.g., how
convenient for your destination)
c. Parking garage—overall
d. Helpfulness of customer service
e. Condition (e.g., cleanliness) of parking
garage
f. Availability of emergency telephones in
and around parking garage
g. Helpfulness of security guards
h. (Your) Feelings of personal safety in
and around parking garage

7. What recommendations do you have for improving parking garage security?

Parking Rules
Now we would like to get your opinion regarding the parking rules for your garage.

8. Do you know the parking rules
for your parking garage?
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9. During the past 6 months, how satisfied were you with the . . .

Very
Satisfied

Satisfied Dissatisfied

Very
Not
Dissatisfied Applicable

a Method used by the city to
communicate parking rules to you
b Enforcement of parking rules

Do you think the parking rules are enforced in a fair manner? Please explain your answer.

Maintenance Personnel
These next questions ask about your experience(s) or interactions with parking garage
maintenance personnel.

10. During the past 6 months, have
you interacted with or encountered
maintenance personnel in your
parking garage?

Yes

No

11. If YES – Was the interaction with maintenance personnel positive or negative? Please tell us
why.

Location, Gender, and Vocation
These final questions are for classification purposes.

12. Where is you assigned parking garage?
a. Theater Underground Parking

b. City of Houston Annex

13. What is your gender?
a. Male

Decision Information Resources, Inc.
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14. Which of the following categories best describes your primary job or position?
a. Executive
b. Professional/Managerial
c. IT/Technical Support
d. Administrative Support
e. Other—please specify ____________________

Thank you for your participation!
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EXHIBIT B
VIEWS OF RESPONSIBLE OFFICIALS

